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the later chapter in Isaiah 14: 4-23 containing the parable or proverb against the king of Babylon, 
how he that ruled the nations in anger is persecuted, and none hindereth...that since that certain 
one is laid down, it will be said, "No feller Is come up against us." And there is then a period 
where of it is written, "The whole earth is at rest, and is quiet: they break forth into singing." 
We find no record of the earth being at rest and singing in all of history: so this is an event we 
may shortly expect when Johnson, the modern king of Babylon, is laid down in some manner... 
the LORD ceasing him to be taken out of the way, after permitting him to continue for a time... 
inwhich time he reveals himself as being the abominatthn that maketh desolate! 

The way Johnson is the king of Babylon is that he chooses to obey Babylon, so they made him a 
king, even a ruler, and this happened in America...even began In Dallas, Texas. But Johnson 
is not the main character; he is simply a shadow or image of Eisenhower's. So one may expect 
when Johnson is laid low in some manner, even taken out of the way, then Eisenhower will be 
exposed in all of his wicked:less, even he being that evil one described in Dan. 11:21, even the 
Wicked, the son of perdition (therein I can pick out the name of "Denison"), prophesied of in 
II Thus. 2:8: then one who is the spirit of the Lord's mouth shall destroy that Wicked out of the 
limelight he has been basking in so favorably for on long; and Eisenhower is the one to be con-
sumed with the brightness (brillance of method) of the coming again of Jesus to rule in Israel 
---to rule even from the woman who is Israel, God's servant, upon whose shoulder the govern-
ment of Jesus Christ's will rest...and not upon the shoulder of Loci Johnson! Than by naming 
back upon Johnson his name named upon his younger daught, even as she became a legal public 
figure-symbol, and when she changed her name to read more clearly "Loci" instead of "Lucy" 
then it was easy for me to comprehend that "Lucid father" was "Lucifer" in person! 

(In this interpretation, compare that awful verse of scripture of L.. 14:20-23 (with a son in law 
being as a son) with ha. 47:8 concerning one ordered to vacate the White House, on to speak, 
because of becoming a widow and knowing the loss of children in one moment of one day...and 
the widow hoping she is the one who is the feminine eagle who would remain in the White House 
hoping to become the first woman president of the U.S.A., eth....and no longer will she be 
called "The lady of kingdoms," it being that every State of the U.S.A. having a capitol therein, 
is a kingdom, and she now is the " First Lady," have deliberately and wilfIlly agreeing to replac-
ing Jacqueline Kennedy...even having knowledge with Stanley Marcus, as well as consulting with 
the fortune-teller Jeans Dixon, et al. 

(In view of the above prophecy, I watch closely and see when the Johnsons make a plane trip, 
wherein he, his two daughters, and his son in law are on the plane, and then suddenly for some 
reason Mrs. Johnson excuses herself, or is elsewhere...that is when and how I expect to see 
the prophecy fulfilled—like an explosion over the ocean in a plane...or a boat blowing up 
on a lake near Austin...something happening in which there will be no remains loft of the President 
to bury..and it sounds much as if this would happen in the air, and his body blown to bits...and 
in such manner then his remains would be trodden upon as they settle to earth...hls remains 
nobt being distinguishable. Also, in this regard, consider that if Johnson were killed, along 
with hie two daughters and son in law, then Mrs. Johnson would inherit all the wealth...this 
would put her again in competition with Jacqueline Kennedy...and one may he certain that not 
all is peaceable between Mr. and Mrs. Johnson! Interesting to note how she made the trip with 
him recently and he said she was not bearing up well. Johnson spoke these words in Bangkok, 
and the picture taken of Mrs. Johnson in Thailand is horrible! Then note the picture taken of 
Mrs. Johnson driving last Sunday, with the president sitting beside her with a scowl on his face 
...notice her look as being angry and haughty...note the chin jutted out, and the shape of her 
nose (wonder if her nose had been operated on previously to hide her true identity)... then read 
the report of how Johnson took the wheel himself after leaving church, disobeying the doctors' 
orders. I imagine he became very provoked with his wife, and her arrogance of driving him: 
But most of all I urge one to keep in mind how Johnson treated his wife upon comp toting the 
oath as President in 1965... she expected him to turn and kiss her and say it was all due to her... 
and he scorned her openly; this followed with her fleeing to Camp David, and then in the some 
night Johnson's having to go to the hospital accompanied by his younger daughter; than revealing 
the fight, so to speak, and then Mrs. Johnson's explaining she had caught a cold and left, not 
wishing to expose her husband. I think the truth is that he was drinking heavily and they were 
having it out about the manner in which he treated her at his inaugurial...and I imagine she had 
much to put up with him all her married life...and at that particular moment of inauguration he 
felt that at last he had won on his own merits, and no longer had to bow down to Lady Birpi! 
And she would not mind too much inheriting the Johnson fortune for herself! and stepping out on 
her own to prove how brilliant she is I ) 

Now back to Luke 21:24, "And they shall fall by the edge of the sword, and shall be led away cap-
tive into all nations: and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the 
Gentiles be fulfilled." One should note a long period of time elapsing, as denoted by the colon. 
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